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In Their Own
Words: Family
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ortunate are researchers with ancestors

words. Surprisingly, there are many

.archives.gov.

Military Pension Files

records.
the National Archives are those that captured

their widows and others that may describe an
biographies, while other records may describe

census records, military rosters, ship passenger
lists, naturalization records, postmaster
appointments, and so on. But does the National

time. For example, Revolutionary War pension

ancestors themselves—in their own words—in
sometimes. There is no guarantee. The key is to
persons or subjects.

the war.

are told and sometimes in their own words.
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By Claire Prechtel-Kluskens

National Archives
Courts (Record Group 21). In addition to legal

sharpshooter Annie Oakley is included in the
Printing Company, October 1904, Case #1”

bought at $1.00 to $1.25 per bushel, because

Claims Files

Despite his troubles, he lived to be 86 years old.

Court Case Files
Claims Files and Related Records, 1816-1854”

12043749), U.S. Circuit Court for the District of Delaware, October term, 1904.
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at Kaskaskia on Claims to Land in the Illinois
Territory, 1814” (NAID 5927829); or “Land Case
Testimony, 1893” (NAID 5675870) in connection
with a single timber culture claim in Kansas.

Investigative Files
Federal agencies investigated persons suspected

Johnson, George M. Leeper, and Lydia Jane
M. Atkinson” (NAID 7580868), whom the Bureau

War).

Immigration Case Files
Alien Case Files (A-Files) and Chinese Exclusion

12017273).

experiences in China during World War II.

Conclusion
in
which individuals told their stories in their own

and Naturalization Service (Record Group 85)
persons. For example, in 1932, Lou Yuck Hong
gave both a narrative statement (NAID 7788643)

about the ways in which an ancestor may have

returning citizen.

You can begin your journey in the National

Visa Files

.archives.gov.

84) contain correspondence and other records

Claire Prechtel-Kluskens, a senior reference
and projects archivist at NARA, served as NGS

(NAID 12017273) includes a two-page statement

can be reached at ckluskens@verizon.net and blogs at
twelvekey.com.
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